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Check Write Schedule 
 

Within the finance tab you can view details on the check write schedule 

 

 
 
On this screen, you can see the process dates for your checks, as well as the check write dates.  
RA’s will show claims that were processed during the process dates.  The check write dates are the 
days the actual checks were written for those process days.   
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Payments process based on the batch created in the check select process tab. this is based on the 
Date Type entered during the creation of the check select Process. 
 
Batch Date Types 

Claim DOS : will collect invoice claims and claim recoupments by the date of service on the 
claim 
Invoice Date : creating a batch by invoice date will use the received date of the claim for 
approved claims and the adjudication date or date recouped for recoupments 

  
Check Write From Date and Check Write To Date are used to determine the check write schedule. 
Claims on checks written in between those two dates will show on the RA. 

 

 

 

There is a date range for Check Write From and Check Write To so the creator of the batch can 
determine when a Check Select Batch will appear on an RA. Within the finance tab you can view 
details on the check write schedule Payments process based on the batch created in the check 
select process tab. this is based on the date type entered during the creation of the check select 
Process. 

 

 

The Processed From and Process To dates are with regards to when the claim was adjudicated but 
even if adjudicated after the Process From and Process To dates, if the claim appears on a Batch 
and is submitted between the Check Write From and Check Write To period then it will be on the 
RA. 
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The Ra Preprocessed checkbox will automatically show as checked the day after the Check Write 
To date.  This just lets staff know that the RA is being processed and should go out that same day 
to providers. 

 

Clicking Approve then Save causes RA’s and 835’ to be generated: 

 

 

Important Facts: 

 The data for the Process From, Process To, Check Write From, and Check Write to dates are 
provided to WellSky so we can add them to the data base. If a change in the dating is 
needed then the MCO will need to contact their Support Representative. 

 Dates cannot be overlapping as this will effect the back end process. 
 Given how the Check Write schedule works the date type used in the batch this will cause 

items that were adjudicated after the check write to appear on the previous check write 
unless excluded from the batch. This only occurs when Claim DOS is used to create the 
batch. 


